I looked at the three brushes in my hand. Natsumi said, these
brushes were from her grandpa. Her grandpa liked to create
poetry, write calligraphy and make painting when he was alive.
By passing down his brushes, he hoped that the young
generation would carry on his spirit and will in creation.

The snowfall at Sengawa around end of November.

Three months before that, I was planning to apply for the artist
residency Co-iki in Tokyo. I was wondering, as a painter, what
art project I should carry out in a place I have never been to in
order to interact with the local people. What methods could I

use to know more about the place and the people living over
there?

people came to try the Malaysian cuisine out of curiosity (yes,
we did a lot of cooking too). Some participants scrutinised my
artwork patiently and exchanged with items which they had
carefully picked. Some participants stressed more on the
interaction and the item exchange was nothing more than a
symbolic act. Nonetheless, every single experience was equally
interesting and meant a lot to me.

One of the cats from the neighbour. We were staring at each other.

Then, I came up with the Barter Project. People were invited to
exchange any item with my work created during the twomonth stay. The artwork would be used as a medium to
facilitate interaction between the participant and me.

Co-iki was where I stayed, worked and met up with people.
Some people came with great interest in the project, some

During one of the cooking events at Co-iki. Unexpectedly, cooking and food
played a big assisting role for the Barter Project.

Throughout the project, the process involved studio visiting,
party, cooking and having meal together, to name a few.

Usually, the conversation started without any given topics. We
talked about food, lifestyle, hobby, travelling and much more.
Oh yes, sometimes art as well.

In this way, the Barter Project became a way of interaction
instead of economic trading. I received a bottle of sake from a
participant’s hometown, a handful of 70s postcards passed
down by a participant’s grandma, a drawing from an Indian
student who studied art in Tokyo, etc.

Hopefully, those who participated in the project had a
rewarding experience from the story sharing as well as in the
process of selecting artworks and items for exchange. Be the
different experience gained ended up with a better
understanding of oneself, or being inspired or motivated in any
future endeavour.

Natsumi said, passing her grandpa’s brushes to someone after
some years, to her, was an act of completing her own “project.”

(Left) Visitors are viewing artwork after having a Malaysian meal together
at the Co-iki.
(Right) A towel exchanged by the participant for wishing me good luck and
happiness.

Conversation with one of the participants and the Co-iki members.

a pack of Japanese traditional snack. In return, the man insisted
to give me a pack of peanuts. “Oishi, oishi (delicious),” he said.
That was one of the very few Japanese words I understood.

During the stay, 24 artworks were made and 20 of them were
exchanged. I appreciate the sincerity and effort the participants
put in during the interaction and story sharing. The project
would not be realised without their active participation.

I had a great “Osechi” experience at the Co-iki on the first day of 2017.

Coincidently, the most touching experience I had in Tokyo was
about item exchange. Not long after I arrived at Tokyo, I went
for an evening run in the neighbourhood. Unfortunately, I
broke somebody’s car park chain by running into it due to the
darkness of early winter evening. I was not injured but was
extremely nervous. The owners, apparently a couple in their
60s, came out in surprise but immediately gave me friendly
gestures with their smiley faces. The old man knelt down to fix
the chain and kept asking to me to go home. “Home back, home
back.” It is Ok, never mind, they said. The lady, with a pet dog
in her arms, gave me two mandarins before I left. A week prior
to leaving Tokyo, I went to their place again and handed them

During the sharing event at the Co-iki two days before leaving Japan.

A few days before leaving for Malaysia, I received several things
from Ikuko in exchange for a paper-cutting rooster I made for
the New Year. She told me about her dad who worked hard in
painting picture on cardboard after his retirement from his own
paint store. However, he had to stop painting due to his eye
disease.

The following images show the exchanged artworks and items:

Two days later, I was sitting in Mr. Watanabe’s studio looking
at him showing his painting in enthusiasm. He was recently
busy with making a photo book of all his artworks. He had
already made plenty of drafts regarding the book.

“Choose whichever painting you like for an exchange,” he said.
In his studio, plenty of his works were standing against each
other on the floor or lying in boxes. I got a painting which he
made in his 70s. It was a work depicting a forest in blue tone.

I was well-motivated by the visit. He shook my hand hardly
before I left.

We Strolled Around, ink on paper, 35 x 65 cm
 Painting: Acrylic on canvas, unframed; acquired in Myanmar

While the Barter Project commenced with my art-making and
followed by the exchange of items, I think, ultimately, the
interaction between the participants and me has transcended
the meaning of the objects.
(end)

Wandering, ink on paper,
29.7 x 42 cm
 Photograph: Graphic
design by participant
 Bonsai: Japanese black
pine growing kit; kuromatsu

Web above the Houses, watercolour on paper, 25.2 x 35.5 cm
 Drawing: Colour pen on paper, unframed, by participant

I ran around in the
Neighbourhood, ink on
paper, 34 x 60 cm

On my Way, ink on paper,
29.7 x 42 cm

 Photograph: shot in
Shozu Island

 Brushes: from the
participant’s grandfather

Please Ring the Right Bell, watercolour on
paper, 28.3 x 19.5 cm


Eraser for stamp-carving

Some Neighbourhood, watercolour on paper, 25 x 35.2 cm
 Chiyo gami towel

The Order of Time: it's Christmas Again, pencil on paper, 29.7 x 21 cm
 Towel: Rienzome Tenugui (梨園染)
 Notepad: from Mitsuo Aida Museum
 Book: Frutta; photo book by the participant’s daughter

Christmas Time: the Urban Theme, pencil on paper, 29.7 x 21 cm
 Sumo ranking poster

Christmas Time: the Undersea Theme, pencil on paper, 29.7 x 21 cm
 Postcard: photo by Yuka Saito
 Book: 日本の絶景 (Spectacular View of Japan)
 Sake: from Asahikawa, Hokkaido

Christmas Time: the Sky
Theme, pencil on paper,
29.7 x 21 cm

Cap with elk
antlers

Please Open the Door, watercolour on paper, 24.5 x 35.5 cm
 Drawing: Graphite on paper by participant; copied drawing by
Yasui Satora
 Black tea

City View, ink on paper, 29.7 x 42 cm
Year of Roaster, paper cutting and watercolour







Tissue box casing: handmade by participant’s grandmother
Yo-kai Watch stickers
Towel: Nassen (捺染)
Yuzukoshi miso
Furikake
Packaging

 Wooden shield: from Saint Michel, France

The Roofs, ink on paper, 27 x
42.2 cm


Sengawa map

Good Night, City, ink
on paper, 28 x 40.8 cm

Postcard: from
participant’s grandma;
photos from Yuzo
Saeki exhibition, 1978
and Van Dongen
exhibition, 1978

Ticket: From Van
Dongen exhibition,
1978

Street View in Sengawa, ink on paper, 24.2 x 27.2 cm
 Magazine: Setagaya Magazine, 57 (2016)

City in the Darkness, ink on paper, 28 x 29 cm
Street View, ink on paper, 24.2 x 27.2 cm
 Painting: Latex paint on paper by participant

 Soy beans
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T-shirt
Jacket: from Tsukiji market
Magnet
Shopping bag

